Stern Weber dental units from Classic Dental

Market-leading Stern Weber dental units from Classic Dental

Carl Zeiss OPMI Pico “sets high standards”

Dr Stern Weber of Classical Dental Systems is the one of the leading manufacturers of operating microscopes.

Carl Zeiss OPMI Pico “sets high standards”

Computer-aided surgical navigation offers the dental surgeon a significantly improved workflow and cost savings.

Carl Zeiss OPMI Pico “sets high standards”

The OPMI Pico dental microscope sets high standards.

OPMI Pico “sets high standards”

The Dental Directory – fantastic offers on top products

The Dental Directory is one of the best-loved names in dentistry, but it never rests on its laurels, instead continuously works to provide knockout value for its customers.

Success with the Inman Aligner

The Inman Aligner is a revolutionary appliance that uses innovative technology to straighten anterior teeth. The technique involves a lingual coil spring and a labial bar putting equal pressure on either side of the teeth, repositioning and straightening them quickly but gently.

For more information on Straight Talk Seminars visit www.straight-talks.com or phone 0845 366 5677.

For more information visit Nuview on 01453 872266, email info@nuview-ltd.com or visit www.nuview.co.uk.

For more information please call 01480 862084, email info@curaprox.com or visit www.cureio.co.uk.

For more information please call 0161 820 5866 or email Al Kwong Hing at al@bkh.co.uk, Chris Barrow at chris@bkh.co.uk or nuview-ltd.com or visit www.nuview.co.uk.

For further details about BioHorizons, a company dedicated to developing evidence-based and scientifically proven products, visit www.biohorizons.com, call 01344 735360 or email info@biohorizons.com.

Intraoral camera allows them to learn more about their oral health and monitor infection between users. Showing patients detailed images of the inside of their mouth, the ANY intraoral camera is simple to use for almost all patients and can be deployed with disposable covers to prevent cross-contamination.

As some dentists have been found to be reusing impression trays, at considerable risk to their patients, CosTech Elite is providing the trays to all of its loyal customers for free, setting a new benchmark for value.

The reluctance to remove the financial burden of replacing disposable day-old equipment from dentists, and to ensure that they dispose of impression trays after using them. Reusing the trays carries a significant risk of cross-contamination.

Available exclusively from CosTech Elite, ThankYou Impression Trays present an exceptional reduction in materials and equipment costs, enabling practitioners to offer patients the smile they want without compromising safety, at a price that can’t be beaten.

Exclusive “ANY” Intraoral Camera lets patients monitor their oral health on their own television

A powerful new tool for helping patients to learn about their oral health is now available exclusively from The Dental Directory.

The “ANY” intraoral camera, from GC Intl, is a multipurpose device that can be linked to a standard television set, allowing patients to monitor their oral health from the comfort of their own homes.

Similar to a toothbrush in size and shape, the camera is simple to use for almost all patients, and can be deployed with disposable covers to prevent cross-infection between users.

Showing patients detailed images of the inside of their mouth, the ANY intraoral camera allows them to learn more about their oral health and monitor any existing conditions. It is not suitable for patient self-diagnosis.

The ANY intraoral camera is available exclusively from The Dental Directory, in display boxes of three. For more information on ANY and how it can benefit your practice, contact The Dental Directory today by calling 0800 585 105 or visiting www.dental-directory.co.uk.

ThankYou Impression Trays – a popular new addition from CosTech Elite*

CosTech Elite has launched its new and exclusive range of ThankYou Impression Trays, using a novel approach that ensures the tray is in immediate hit with patients.

BioHorizons presents its European Symposium

BioHorizons invites you to join an international group of well respected speakers for its European Symposium in Rome between 18 and 20 October 2012.

Addressing a wide range of dental implant topics including implant aesthetics, implant complications and tissue regeneration, the symposium presents the perfect opportunity to stay on top of the latest treatment options and remain aware of what techniques and products are supported by peer-reviewed research.

The event will include presentations from Carl Mitch, Michael Pikos, Jack Ricci, Sonia Loip and Brath Miller.

Also, expanding on previous event offerings, the 2012 schedule incorporates a biologics forum on the Thursday afternoon (19 October).

To find out more about this exciting event, including details of the topics to be covered, please visit www.biohorizons.com/symposium-series-Rome-2012-Lazio.

For further details about BioHorizons, a company dedicated to developing evidence-based and scientifically proven products, visit www.biohorizons.com, call 01344 735360 or email info@biohorizons.com.
The Waterpik Water Flosser - A solution for dental hygiene for today’s busy lifestyle.

For more information on Waterpik Water Flossers please speak to your wholesaler on 01628 543 123 or visit www.waterpik.co.uk. Waterpik® products are widely available in Boots stores.

**Make dentures a thing of the past**

At United Smile Centres we pride ourselves on delivering a highly efficient alternative to dentures, giving patients a powerful solution for patients with failing teeth.

Our revolutionary approach to dental implants utilises the very latest in implant technology to completely transform patients’ smiles with our unique “Permanent Smile” solution for patients with failing teeth.

Make dentures a thing of the past.

To learn more about how implant refinements can benefit your practice, contact United Smile Centres today, and help make dentures a thing of the past.

For more information about United Smile Centres visit www.unitedsmilecentres.co.uk or call 0800 8 40 61 89.